BOSTON | NEW YORK | LONDON | TOKYO

Position Title

Java Developer

Location

Boston MA

Summary

We are seeking an experienced developer with a broad depth of
knowledge of the complete software development lifecycle that enables
them to focus both on contributions to existing and creation of new
infrastructure tools. The scope of these tools broadly ranges from
automation of compiling / testing / packaging /deployment of source code,
infrastructure monitoring and alerting, tools for enabling developers and
operations to maintain systems as well as tools for client integrations and
services teams to enable them to do their jobs better, faster and more
efficiently.
The ideal candidate would have the capability to create new projects and
tools from the ground up, including backend and frontend, build/packaging
up through deployment.

Duties &
Responsibilities

Qualifications

• Design and implement new tools for improving deployment tooling &
automation • Help improve and maintain existing deployment
infrastructure • Work with client integrations & client services teams to
design and build tools to better enable their capabilities to help customers
• Help promote a culture of best practices for SDLC such as code reviews,
unit testing, static code analysis and vulnerability scanning by improving
existing processes and helping to create new ones • Mentor junior
developers • Keep up-to-date with technology changes and propose &
promote adoption where appropriate• Other duties as assigned
Technical Skillset
Java • Popular Java application frameworks, such as EE, Spring &
Dropwizard • Build tools such as Maven & Gradle • Ansible • Git • SQL
RDBMS systems such as Postgres and MySQL • NoSQL RDBMS systems
such as MongoDB and Redis • Cloud based infrastructure such as AWS or
Google Cloud • Front end frameworks such as React and AngularJS •
NodeJS/npm build tools such as Webpack

Education &
Experience

Minimum of a Bachelor’s degree in a technical field and 6 + years
experience

